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DETERMINATION OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF
SILICATES FROM LOCATIONS OF CONJUGATION

LINES IN TERNARY SYSTEMS1

AnNur-r Mueu, The Pennsylaania State (Iniaersi.ty,

U niaersity P ark, P ennsylaonia.

Aesrnacr

Directions of conjugation lines between coexisting solid-solution phases in ternary
systems provide valuable information on activity-composition relations of the solid solu-
tions and on stabilities of the end-member compounds of the solid solutions. Formulas
are presenteci by which tfrese relations can be derived quantitatively for important rock-
forming minerals.

INrnooucrroN

Much of the information contained in phase diagrams for oxide and
silicate systems is being used to good advantage by mineralogists, geol-
ogists and geochemists. Ilowever, there is at least one important aspect
of such phase diagrams which is not being utilized to the fullest extent by
workers in these fields. This is the direction of the conjugation lines be-
tween coexisting solid phases, from which important information may be
derived regarding thermodynamic properties of mineralogically impor-
tant solid solutions and stabilities of end-member compounds. The ob-
jective of the present paper is to focus attention on this use of phase-dia-
gram information. The paper deals only with basic thermodynamic
derivations relative to this problem. Experimental procedures for deter-
mining directions of conjugation lines, as well as data obtained for spe-
cific systems, are described elsewhere (Schwerdtfeger and Muan, 1966;
Biggers and Muan, 1967;Naf.ziger and Muan, 1967).

TnBnuonyNAMrc RELATToNS

We will use as an example a hypothetical system AO-BO-SiO, in which
AO and BO are oxides of the divalent cations A2+ and B2+, respectively.
We will asusme that both these two oxides react with SiOz to form ortho-
silicates (ArSiO, and BzSiOr, respectively), whereas only AO reacts with
SiOz to form metasilicate (ASiO3). Furthermore, we will assume that A2+
and 82+ can substitute for each other in all proportions in the solid phases
present in the system. Ifence, there appear in the system the two com-
plete solid-solution series (A,B)O and (A,B)2SiO4, and the incomplete

1 Contribution No. 66-1 from College of Mineral Industries, The Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania. Presented (by title) at the 45th Annual
Meeting of The Mineralogical Society of America, Miami Beach, Florida, November
t9-21,1964.
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solid-solution series (A,B)SiOa. We will designate these series "oxide
solid solution" (:Ox), "olivine" (:Ol) and "pyroxene" (:Pyr), re-
spectively. The relations are shown graphically in the sketch of Figure 1.

In the following, we will be concerned primarily with the composition
areas in which oxide solid solutionfolivine, or olivinefpyroxene, re-
spectively, are the stable phase assemblages at subsolidus temperatures.

M O L E  %

Frc. 1. Sketch showing solid solution series and equilibrium phase assemblages at
subsolidus temperatures in the hypothetical ternary system AO-BO-SiOz. Solid lines out-
line composition areas for the various phase assemblages, as labelled on the diagram, and
light, dash lines are hypothetical conjugation lines for coexisting solid-solution phases.
Abbreviations have tlle following meanings: S:silica, Ol:olivine, Pyr:pyroxene.

The orid.eloliaine equilibrium. The composition of olivine coexisting in
equilibrium with the oxide phase (area I of Fig. 1) depends on the activ-
ity-composition relations in the two solid solutions, and on the standard
free energies of formation of A2SiO4 and BzSiOr from the oxide compo-
nents (2AOlSiOz and 2BO+SiO2, respectively). Qualitatively, it is easily
recognized that for given activity-composition relations in the two solid
solution series, the olivine phase will have a higher B/Aratio the more
stable the BzSiOr end members is relative to AzSiOa, and vice versa.
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Quantitatively, the relations may be derived by procedures similar to
those described by Wagner (1952) for alloy phases. fn the present case,
caution mttst be exercised in choosing appropriate activity expressions
for the olivine solid solution. Darken and Schwerdtfeger, in an appendix
to a paper by Schwerdtfeger and Muan (1966), have shown that for a
solution (A,n)rsioo activities defined by the equations

@Asio 
5o2 

:  cOnSt.  (a l r .asior ' l ' )

and

ourro.uo, : const. (ano.asiortl ') (2)

vary linearly with mole fraction if the solution is ideal. Choosing the
constants such as to make the activity equal to unity for the olivine end
members, we obtain for an ideal solution

(1 )

and

where the /y''s with
ideal solid solutions,

and

,oato.uo, : /y'l.sio 
uo,

@ n s i o . u o r : / y ' a s i o . u o ,

appropriate subscripts are mole

similarly, we may then write

o^tto.uo, :  ?esio.uo, ' Iy 'esio.uo,

(3)

(4)

fractions. For non-

(r,

,u r ro .uor :  ?ns io .uor 'ny 'BSro .u . ,  (6 )

where 7asi.5o, and ?nsis.so2 are activi ty coeff icients.
For the equilibrium between oxide and olivine solid solutions within

area I of Figure 1 we may write

(AO)o" + (Bsio.bo2)or :  (BO)e" + (ASi0.6O2)or (7)

and

AG" : *Goor*too - *Go"r*ton : -  2'303 R? log

oso' l tresio 502 . ?Asio.bo2

oeo' ly 'ssio bo2 7Bsio.602
(8)

where AGo is the change in standard free energy for the reaction, Goersio.
and Gosrsl6n are the standard free energies of formation per mole of each
of the olivine end members from their oxide components, and oro and
ass ale activities of the components in the oxide solid solution.
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Activity-composition data are available for a number of (A,B)O oxide
solid solutions (see for instance papers by Hahn and Muan, 1961, 1962;
by Aukrust and Muan, 1963;and by Schwerdtfeger and Muan, in press).
Hence the quotient

oBo ' Itr-{ sio b,oz (e)
oeo ' ly 'n sto.soz

of equation (8) can usually be determined experimentally. For the sake of
simplicity this quotient wiil be called C, and equation (8) may then be re-
written in the form

log ?rs,o.uo,  -  Iog ?esro.ro , -  
-g-*  logc (10)

where C in the general case of non-ideal solid solutions is a function of
composition. Using the method developed by Wagner (1952), and as ap-
plied to oxide phases by Muan (1965), the differentiated form of equation
(10) is combined with the Gibbs-Duhem equation for the olivine solid
solution. and the equations

log ?^rto.uo, : Iy'nsio.uo, log C -

and

log ?nsio.uo,

o'uo"o, 
Cdly'asio.uo, (11)I'u"

t-  
B S i o . 5 0 2

: - (1 - 1y'nsi6 
uor) log C - Iog Cdly'nsio.uo, G2)

are obtained. Graphical integration of these equations yields the y-

values, and by substituting these into equztion (10), a value of AGo is ob-
tained. If the free energy of one of the end members (Goorsio, or G"nrsio.)
is known, the free energy of the other may be calculated from the relation
AG" : + Gorr.ton- * Goorsion (see equation (8)).

The oliainelpyror.ene equilibrium. For the equilibrium coexistence of
olivine and pryoxene in area II of Fig. 1 we may proceed in a manner
analogous to that shown above. For the reaction

(ASiO3) p," f (BSio uOr)o, : (BSiOt pu" * (ASio sOz)or (13)
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we may write

aG" :  *Goor. ton 
-  

*Gotr t ,on *  Gossios -  @o4sio3

: - 2.303 RZ ros 3:14' {Tg. Tssioe

das io .uo r  '  l l a s i o3  ?AS ioJ

(r4)

where Gossto, and G"asie, are the standard free energies of formation of
the two pyroxene end members from their oxide components, and the
other symbols with appropriate subscripts have the same meanings as
explained previously. Assuming that the activity-composition relations in
the olivine solid solutions are known from the preceding treatment of the
oxide-olivine equilibrium, and using the same mathematical treatment as
that described for the olivines, we derive for the activity coefficients of
the pryoxene solid solutions the following expressions:

log ?esros 
- 1y'ssio3 Iog C' -

and

log Tesroa : - (1 - ny'ssror) log C'dly'ssios (16)

where C' is the experimentally determined quotient

oe sto.toz ' Iy'n stoe (r7)
@nsio 

uor 
'1y'asio3

By graphical integration of equations (15) and (16) we obtain the values
of the activity coefficients, and AGo is then obtained by substitution of
the 7-values into equation (1a).If the Go-values for the olivine end mem-
bers and one of the pyroxene end members are known, the stability of the
other pyroxene end member may be calculated from the relation

AGo : *Goortton - *Go"r*,ou a @onsio3 - f,oesio3 (18)

(compare equation (14)).

Simplif,ed, equations. The equations derived above for olivine and p1'rox-
ene solid solutions may be greatly simplified if the solutions are ideal or
regular in their activity-composition behavior. For ideal solutions, the

^ "uaro

J 
" 

slog 
c'd/y'ss1o, (15)

tog c, -1,.,",
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log 7-terms are zero, and hence C and C' are constants. Equations (8) and
(14) then reduce to the following simple forms

AGo :  *Goorso,  -  *Gotr* ,on :  -  2 .303 RZ log C (19)

and

AGo : ]Goersion - *Gour.ton a (lonsio3

-  foesio3 :  -  2 .303 RTlogC'  (20)

respectively.
If the solutions are regular, the activity coefficients may be expressed

AS

IoB Tesio.uo,

lo8  Tus to .uo ,

log Tesioa

-  [ ' I [ns io .5oz

- 0.Iy' ,s.si ,  
soz2

: 6'  . ly 'ssios2

(2r)

(22)

(2s)

and

log Tesros 
- 6r ' 1hsio3z Qa)

where 6 and b' are constants at constant temperature. Equations (8) and
(14) then reduce to

AGo Goazsio+ - Gonzsro+

2 X 2 .303 RT

log C * 6(1y'esio.uo, - I["sio.uor) (25)

(26)

and

AGo lGo^rsoo - *Gorrtto, * Gonsroa - Golsior

2.303 RT 2 .303 RT

: log C' f 6'(ly'esioa - ly'esior)

respectively. For regular solutions, therefore, a plot of experimentally
determined values of log C versus (N,rsio uor-Nnsio.uor), or of log C'ver-
sus (Ifssier-l[rsror), wil l give straight l ines from which b and b', respec-
tively, are determined from the slopes of the curves, and - (AG" /2.303 RT)
is the value of Iog C at ly'esio.uor:Nnsioros:0.5, or 1y'ssi6r:. ly'ssior:0.5,
respectively.

General consiilerati,ons. fn the present derivations it was assumed that
activity-composition relations were known for the oxide solid solution
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((A,B)O). The activity-composition relations in the olivine solid solution

were then derived from the olivine-oxide equilibrium (composition area I

in Fig. 1), and subsequently the activity-composition relations in the

pyroxene solid solution were derived from the olivine-pyroxene equilib-

rium (composition area II in Fig. 1). The derivations would be similar,

however, if one starts instead with the assumption that activity-com-
position relations for the pyroxene solid solution are known (for instance

from equilibrations involving pyroxene solid solutions and silica in com-

position area III of Fig. 1). The available data for the pyroxenes are then

used to derive activity-composition relations for the olivines from the

pyroxene-olivine equilibrium in composition area II, and the data thus

calculated for the olivines are in turn used to calculate activity-composi-

tion relations for the oxide solid solution from the olivine-oxide equilib-

rium in composition area I of Fig. 1. In practice, it is highly desirable to

have available activity-composition data determined independently for

the oxide solid solution and for the pyroxene solid solution, and then

carry out the above calculations in both directions to provide a check on

the accuracy and the internal consistency of the data.
It is often more difficult to obtain as a starting point activity-composi-

tion data for the pyroxene solid solution than for the oxide solid solution.

This is because in many mineralogically important systems the pyroxene

solid solution is not complete between the two end members. A case in

point are iron oxide-containing systems (for instance MgO-"FeO"-SiOz),

where the FeSiOr end member is unstable relative to the phase assem-

blage FeqSiOa (fayalite) plus silica. However, even in such a case it is pos-

sible to derive activity-composition relations for the pyroxene phase, pro-

vided the solid solution behaves simply enough to permit extrapolation of

the data to the unstable end member. An example of this approach to

(Mg,Fe)SiOa solid solutions has been published elsewhere (Muan,

Nafziger and Roeder, 1964).
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